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Beatles Minus One
As rumors spread, Ihe BealUl
try desperately to quash all reports of Paul McCartney's death.
See Tom Priddy's definitive work
on page 3.

Guess
Who's Coming
To Dinner?

"He Roars For A Better Clemson University"
Clemson, S. C, Friday, October 31, 1969
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CampusBlacks
Plan Talk-In

Student Union Heads
Priorities On Budget

The Student League for Black Identity
will sponsor a talk-in on "all major facets
of the black man's life in America" from
1-6 p.m. Nov. 8 in Daniel Hall, SLBI
President Joseph Grant said this week.
A partial list of speakers already
scheduled for the talk-in include Ralph
Boston, associate dean of students at the
University of Tennessee; Mrs. Ellen C.
Watson, past vice president of the S. C.
Education Association and Dewey Tullis,
assistant director of the Model Cities Agency of Spartanburg.
Also scheduled are Thomas Moss, director of the Voter Education Project of
South Carolina and Allard Austin, assistant director of the S. C. Council on
Human Relations.
This year's talk-in, the second sponsored by the lback student organization,
will be set up on a workshop format,
Grant said.
Topics of discussion, he said, include
black education, black art, black history,
urban affairs, economics and politics in
the black community and voter education.
Grant said students from colleges and
high schools in South Carolina, North
Carolinaand Georgia have been invited
to join Clemson students in participating
in the talk-in.

By GENE TROUTMAN
Staff Writer
A student union is the top
priority on a list of Clemson's
permanent improvement requests for the period from
1969 to 1974.
The list of building needs,
submitted last week by President Robert C. Edwards to the
State Budget and Control
Board, totals nearly a $58.8
million.
Edwards asked a House
Ways and Means subcommittee studying capital improvement requests to approve a
$6 million bond issue for a student union and activities facility.
In a written report to the
subcommittee, the University
justified its request for the stu-

President Robert , C. Edwards in a Tuesday night
meeting of the Board of Trustees, members of the administration, and a group of student leaders asserted his determination to avoid campus
violence at all costs.
Edwards took this stand in
an effort to explain the recent
Executive Council decision to
ban
University-supported
speakers from campus during
any Moratorium and specifically during the period from
Nov. 10-Nov. 17.
This decision was made in
response to protests by two
faculty members of the Speakers Bureau that Bureau Chairman Dennis Bolt had unjustly
used speaker David Schoenbrun to begin the Oct. 15 Viet-

Moonshine

nam Moratorium and had not
followed proper procedure in
scheduling Schoenbrun t o
speak.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Walter T. Cox informed Bolt of the proper channels
for contracting a speaker in an
Oct. 9 letter after Bolt had
mistakenly by-passed the procedure dictated by "university
policy."
Proper procedure includes
first notifying Cox of the details of the proposed engagement, thus allowing him to
allocate funds. This allocation must be approved by the
vice president for business and
finance.
The President of the University is then given two working
days to approve or disapprove the speaker.
If he is approved, a contract is submitted to the speak-
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er. The vice president for business and finance is the only
person authorized to execute
the contract on behalf of the
University.
Bolt said he was under the
impression that he had the
authority to execute the contract.
Dr. B. J. Prochaska, a faculty member of the Speakers
Bureau, also protested the use
of Schoenbrun as a speaker
for the Moratorium.
Following Schoenbrun's
speech, for which he scrapped
his scheduled text and spoke
on Vietnam and the Moratorium, Dr. J. V. Reel protested
that Bolt had planned to use
Schoenbrun for the purpose of
initiating the Moratorium and
abused his authority as bureau chairman.
Protests against Bolt's actions prompted the Executive

Council to discuss the situation and, subsequently, to
make the ruling against
speakers during a moratorium week.
Bolt has resigned as chairman of the bureau, mostly because of insufficient time, he
said, and partly because of actions by faculty members of
the bureau and of the Executive Council.
Cox stated in an interview
Wednesday that the ruling was
not aimed directly at Dick
Gregory, the proposed speaker for Nov. 13, butwas aimed
at preventing violence during
the Moratorium.
"We cannot allow provocative action during the Moratorium. We are for the idea of
protecting the right of peaceful assembly without outside
agitation. This was the reason
for the one-week ban."
Bolt said Wednesday, "The
administration has every legitimate means to prevent violence, such as the Board of
Trustee's ruling on campus
disruption and the university's police power. They are
deceiving themselves if they
think they can prevent violence by keeping a speaker
off campus."
"David Schoenbrun in no
way provoked violent or disruptive situations. The audience gave him an overwhelming, favorable response. There
is no basis in fact or reason
to assume that Dick Gregory
will instigate violence or contribute to violent sentiment.
We scheduled him as a black
man to speak on black issues,
anyway, not on the Vietnam
war."

Ambulance Service
Keith Callicut, a resident of Johnstone Hall,
is taken to the infirmary Wednesday night
after a sudden attack. Callicut lay on the
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floor for 35 minutes, because authorities
could not decide how to utilize the university's
ambulance.

Ambulance Confusion
Slows Medical Aid
By GERALD GARRETT
Assistant News Editor
A student collapsed in Johnstone Hall
Wednesday night and had to lie on the floor
for about 35 minutes before an ambulance
arrived.
Residents of Johnstone reported that the
student, Keith Callicut, was walking down the
hall when he suddenly grabbed his back and
fell to the floor.
A student called the police station and requested an ambulance, but was told that the
new ambulance was in the motor pool and
that there was no one to drive it.
The desk sergeant then referred the student
to the Central Rescue Squad, the closest available ambulance service.
Meanwhile, a student had placed a call to
the infirmary inquiring what should be done.
He was told to put Callicutinacar and bring
him over. Students decided that Callicut was
in no condition to be moved.
After about 25 minutes and another call to
the infirmary, a physician arrived on the
scene.

dent union and activities facility by saying, "Our ability
to continue to avoid the serious problems that have developed on many campuses
throughout the country is directly related to how quickly
adequate facilities can be obtained for use in helping to
channel the thoughts and actions of students along constructive lines."
The report continued, "As
the 'living room' or the
'hearthstone' ' of the University, the union will provide
for the services, conveniences
and amenities the members of
the university family need in
their daily life on the campus
and for getting to know and
understand
one
another
through informal association
outside the classroom."

In addition to the written
report, Edwards said Clemson needs funds for a student
union building to help "get
students occupied with something worthwhile."
Other needs, Edwards said,
include a 25,000 seat addition
to the football stadium, various classroom buildings and
labs, and $20.1 million in student housing.
Second on the list of building priorities is a biological
sciences building, followed by
an addition to the College of
Architecture.
Edwards said, "If we don't
get more space (for the architecture students) our reputation is going to suffer."
Concerning

the

student

Black Students Vacate
Campus For Protection

Speaker Ban Explained
By GERALD GARRETT
Assistant News Editor

No. 11

Several minutes later the ambulance arrived
from Central and, after much confusion as to
which exit was to be used, Callicut was rushed
the half mile to the infirmary.
Campus Chief of Security Jack Weeden,
commenting on the unavailability of the University ambulance, said, "We haven't got an
ambulance. It's presently in the motor pool,
but it's not equipped."
Commenting on who would have operated
the ambulance service had it been available,
Weeden said, "Previously, Dr. Hair over at
the infirmary decided that he would takeover
the ambulance service. But apparently they
couldn't see paying a full crew of two adults
full-time for one or two calls a day. One of
those calls would probably be someone with
a hurt toe or something."
"The situation is out of my hands," he continued. "Our policy is to take the victim in a
police car or either refer him to Central, the
nearest ambulance service."
Infirmary personnel said late Wednesday
night that Callicut was in good condition and
apparently "just fainted."

By JIM FORTH
Staff Writer
Black students who vacated
the campus last Sunday "to
remove the threat of physical
violence" returned to campus
Tuesday after conferring with
University officials.
. Approximately 95 per cent
of all black students complied
with Student League for Black
Identity President Joseph
Grant, who last Sunday sent a
letter to President Robert C.
Edwards, Gov. Robert McNair, the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, and others.
The letter stated, "It is our belief that the majority of white
students are restrained from
abusing black students only
by the administration."
"Therefore, when the administration acts in such a way to
show that such restraints are
no longer in force, racial relations
deteriorate badly,"
Grant continued.
Edwards issued a statement

Monday urging the students
to return immediately.
Edwards said, "Fears expressed in Mr. Grant's letter
are to the best of my knowledge completely without basis," and that "to the best of
our information, there have
been during the fall semester
no incidents involving racial
connotations."
Two of the incidents, according to Grant, were decreated
by the use of Confederate flags
at sports events and plans for
a Tigerama skit which included some remarks which offended Negroes.

from class during this time
were recorded in keeping with
the university policy under
academic regulations...
The sponsors of Tigerama
had removed the offending
remark before the production
took place.
The Central Spirit Committee decided last week to eliminate the use of the Confederate
flag, after football season, by
a vote of 9-5.

housing needs, Edwards said
they could be spread over
through 1974 with an initial
allocation of $4.9millionslated for 1970.
Edwards told the committee he had put no priority on
the stadium expansion but
said, "I cannot come to you
and say this has to take precedence over other things. It
has to be looked at from the
point of view of economics
and there is noquestionabout
what it would do for the state's
economy."
The proposal calls for a
$4.5 million stadium addition
and new track and other field
sport facilities.
Discussing other building
needs, Edwards said construction at the University has been
at a standstill for three years
and a big push will have to be
made to prepare for the influx
of students expected in the
1970s.
Edwards said that the student body now numbers 6,850
and he expects the university
to reach a maximum enrollment of 10,000 by about
1975.
"We will hit 10,000 earlier
than we can possibly be ready
for them," he said.
"These people are going to
be in our laps in the years
lying immediately ahead, and
when you relate this to the
fact that we have had a pause
in construction for three years,
the job to be done is sizable,"
Edwards said.

Edwards said both incidents
were "students' questions to be
resolved by students."
On Tuesday Grant released
a statement which said the administration "has re-emphasized its desire to work with us
in solving these matters to the
fullest extent."
Grant then asked that "all
black students return immediately to campus." Absences

Radio Equipment
Taken From WSBF
By L. M. BEHLING
Staff Writer
WSBF officials reported this
week two acts of vandalism
against the student radio station.
Rick Oborn, business director and chairman of the board
of the student broadcasting
facility said that an antenna
rotor and approximately 300
feet of coaxial cable had been
stolen sometime last week.
The rotor, worth about $40,
was noticed missing from the

Atkin Elaborates
Architect's Plight
By PAT WAYNE
Staff Writer

frequent trouble by faulty estimating."

William Wilson Atkin, associate editor of "Progressive
Architecture," spoke on the
role of the architect in this
country today at a lecture held
Tuesday afternoon in the
architecture auditorium. A
film, "Thamesmead 1968,"
was also shown.
Atkin expressed concern
over the declining importance
of the architect today. He stated that architects "design less
than eight per cent of all the
buildings that go up in this
country."
Atkin said that architects
face competition from professions such as industrial designers, some consultants, interior designers, home builders, and contractors.
He stated that in the past,
the interior designer was not
a threat to the architect, but
"in the last 20 years, he has
built up a farily respectable
profession."
Atkin emphasized the areas
in which architects should be
knowledgeable. He said that
estimating is one of the most
important of these areas, because the architect "gets into

Atkin also believes that it is
important for architects to
have a knowledge of law, especially of town charters and
how they can be changed.
Two other important areas
are human relations and preservation and restoration.
Atkin also said that architects should know something
about climatology, geology,
and ecology. He stated, "It's
about time we find out what
happens when we move land
around."
He then discussed the World
Trade Center which is now
being built in New York, and
showed slides of the construction.
Atkin believes that the ethics
of the profession should be
changed. He said that if architects criticized each other's
work, some of the designs today would be much better.
He also believes that people
should be better educated in
architecture. He said that the
profession needed many more
books and magazines to inform people from kindergarten up through college.

roof of the student center during a routine operational
check of the directional monitoring antenna.
Oborn said access to the
roof was apparently obtained
through a trap door on the
ninth level of the center.
"It is supposed to be locked,
but the padlockhasbeenmissing for over a week now."
Oborn added that the rotor
could be used for rotating any
directional TV or short wave
antenna.
Also stolen was an approximately 300 feet of coaxial
cable being used to send
WSBF's closed-circuit AM
broadcasting to Sanders Hall,
dormitory 13.
The cable, worth over $25,
along with several electronic
devices attached to it, was
stolen from the service tunnel
leading to that dormitory. Access to it was apparently obtained through one of the manholes.
"I think this theft was the
work of some student who
needed some good cable, perhaps to connect to his new
rotating
antenna," said
Oborn.
Vandalism and theft have
always been a problem to the
radio station according to
Oborn. Records and equipment are often found to be
missing.
"Altogether
we estimate
damage and theft to WSBF
property during this semester
to be over $100 already. This
is quite a strain to the close
budget on which we operate.
We can't even offer a reward
for these items."
WSBF is asking that anyone who has any information
which might aid the investigation of the recent thefts to come
to the studios on the eighth
level of the student center.
A free album will be given
to anyone who returns the
missing articles and no questions will be asked.

Flag Petition
A petition asking for the retention of "Dixie" and the
Confederate flag at home football games began Wednesday.
Approximately 1,000 students signed the petition on the first
day.

SENATE DECLARES

Students Oppose
War Moratorium
By MICHAEL SMITH
Features Editor
The Student Senate passed
a resolution in their regular
meeting Monday night which
said that the students on this
campus would not support a
regional Vietnam Moratorium
on this campus.
The resolution, presented by
Sr. Senator Guy Sanders, originally stated that the students
would not allow this meeting
to occur on campus and that
the Senate supported President Nixon's war policy.
The article concerning support on the war policy of the
President was stricken from
the resolution after Sr. Senator
Dennis Moore said that Nixon
had not made any definite or
definitive statement on his policy and would not do so until
next week.
Jr. Senator Larry Kemmerlin moved to amend the action
concerning the university's al-.
lowing the regional meet on
campus. The Senate accepted
this amendment before passing the remaining article of
the resolution in a roll call
vote of 19 to 17.
The Senate also passed a
resolution giving Department
of Services Chairman Terry
Clyne a vote of confidence
after he had announced his
resignation earlier in the meeting. Clyne listed academic
problems as his reason for

resigning. The resolution
passed unanimously.
Sr. Senator Michael Smith
presented three resolutions
which were sent to committees for study. The first stated
that no person who applied
for admission at Clemson will
be denied because of the place
of his residence.
The second resolution said
that the Senate would not accept the Executive Council's
attempt to place any legislative restriction on the Speakers' Bureau unless these
changes shall be duly made.
The third resolution said
that no flag, button, or ensignia shall be used to represent any part of the university
if it has had a history of having been used as a symbol of
disloyalty or armed rebellion
against the United States government.
Jr. Senator Miki Mikolajczyk presented a bill which
said that beer and soft drinks
should be sold at all university wide dances for no more
than cost plus handling. This
was sent to the Senate Judiciary Committee for study.
A resolution asking the library to stay open until midnight from Sundays to Fridays also passed. Student
body Vice-President Gary Clary said that there was a possibility that the Clemson-South
Carolina football game may
be televised.

HarPOOTlian

Opinions expressed on the editorial page
are those of the individual writer, excepting
the lead editorial which expresses the majority opinion of The Tiger editorial board.
DENNIS BOLT, Editor-in-Chief
JOHN NORTON, Associate Editor

DICK HARPOOTLIAN, Associate Editor

RANDAL ASHLEY, Executive News Editor
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Understanding Is Needed
Recent events have catalyzed bitter
sentiments on all sides of several
related issues, all stemming from
racial relations. There have been no
dramatic incidents of overt group
violence, but there have been a few
cases of threats, heckles and thrown
bricks.
The most gruesome aspect of this
strife, however, has been the increased racial animosity of the past few
weeks exhibited in a tense, suspicious
mood of the student body. Each cry
of "nigger" and each additional
threatening phone call add to the
unfortunate, potentially explosive
atmosphere.
Something must be done to prevent
violence from erupting on our campus. We are not so naive as to believe
that amicable racial relations can
be established at Clemson overnight;
indeed, such relations have never
existed here. We can, however, create
an atmosphere that would thwart
acts of violence and intimidation.
We cannot solve problems by devoting our time to the condemnation of various groups who we feel
to be flagrantly, unequivocably
wrong. We all love to preach, but in

Clemson Is Goin£ To Hell

By DICK HARPOOTLIAN
Associate Editor

One morning a few weeks
ago, I found myself wandering down a dirt road in the
wilds of a National Forest
somewhere in the foothills of
the Blueridge on the South
Carolina-Georgia border.
The morning air was crisp
and cold and as I bounced
over the rocky road with my
two companions, I remembered the line in the Clemson
Alma Mater "Where the Blue

the current situation preaching will
not help.
The answer to establishing an atmosphere where crucial problems
can be eventually solved lies in personal and group education. We do
not mean formal, institutional education, though that is needed in this
area; we mean individuals talking
honestly with each other so that
human
understanding can be
attained.
Student government organizations
and leaders, members of the service
organizations, administrators and
others must take it upon themselves
to alert white students of the sensitivities and values of blacks. The
most sincere, well-meaning individual can turn off a black with a single remark that touches on a sore
spot created by historical oppression
and injustice.
All of us must inform ourselves
and our friends and associates of
the potential and real threat afforded
by seemingly innocent flags and
songs. We owe it to each other to
make sure that the ugly spectre of
violence does not disrupt this
campus.

Ridge yawns its greatness..."
Nostalgia gripped me as I
remembered I would be gone
from this area someday and
that I would look back upon
these days as the best of my
life.
I really was choked up as we
approached our destination, a
water pump. There were about
five bundled figures standing
around it as one vigorously
pumped the handle up and
down.
Closer examination revealed that one of the group was
a man in his late twenties or

early thirties and the restwere
youths about twelve years old.
The man directed one of the
youths to fill his mouth with
water and then he directed another to do the same. He ordered them to stand facing
each other about a foot apart.
He started yelling, "Spit it.
Go ahead, spit it."
The two boys spewed forth
a stream of saliva and water
in each other's faces. One
flinched; the man frowned.
"Do it again. This time be
sure not to move."

I made a few mental notes
about what Badin Powell
would have thought and what
a fine Marine sargent the
scoutmaster would have
made.
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The two boys were in position again with their cheeks
bulging with water. The order
came again, and again the
boys drenched each other. The
group laughed and the scoutmaster's face assured an expression of satisfaction. He ordered them to return to their
quarters and turned around to
face my two companions and
me.
"I guess that'll learn 'em."
We nodded our heads in
approval and gave him a
courteous grin and went about
the business of filling a container with water. While we
filled it, the man asked us if
we were from Clemson. We
told him yes and waited to
hear the comments on who he
knew there. But they didn't
come. Instead he told us that
he had started Clemson in
1956.
"Yep, that was the year the
place went non-military and
those upperclassmen — you
know the ones who had been
there when it was military —
really gave us hell."
I told him I could well imagine how bad it was and I really sympathized with him. He
went on to say thathehadquit
Clemson after two years and
enlisted in the Army. After he
got out of the Army he went to
the University of Georgia at
Athens.

A Worthy Forum
Clemson administrators never fail
to end meetings without expounding
the virtues of communication, which
they consider almost a panacea for
the problems confronting the campus.
Communication is not always a
trite cliche, and a meeting at the
Clemson House Tuesday night proved that different interest groups can
meaningfully communicate.
The meeting was a discussion by
the board of trustees, the president
and vice presidents of the university
and a group of student leaders representing a cross-section of student
interests.
Conversations centered on the student-run canteen, student union, Sunday's exodus by black students, Vietnam moratorium, Speakers Bureau
actions and other controversial
campus issues. Board members listened with acute interest to student
statements and questions concerning
these issues.
The real significance of the meeting
was that board members heard the
story of student interests related by
students, who know better than any-

one else what they need, want, and
hope to attain. The policy-making
body of this institution was able
to hear directly the explanations of
student events and interests, and
not from those who are unable to
accurately describe student situations because they are not students.
The meeting was fruitful, because
the participants were candid and
sincere in their statements. There
were unfortunate personal clashes
and other distractions, but the essence of the discussion was a mature
and honest exchange of ideas and
perceptions.
Students and administrators profited because they could relate their
comments not only to each other but
to the men who establish the official
policy of the university. Trustees
benefited because they could weigh
the administration's view of student
interests against student interpretations.
Tuesday's meeting was a worthy
forum and should continue to be
utilized to promote the best interests
of Clemson students.

You Go! . . . No, You Go!

tellect, could such a man be
judged guilty of the type of
verbal infamy previously described? If he could then we
could only conclude that the
"giant among men, with the
emphasis on men", the "last
of the vaudevillian ad-lib masters", the red beating heart of
Clemson University, was a
shallow, egocentric, feebleminded anachronism; a blustering, money-grubbing, potbellied demagogue; a vulgar,
offensive, pathetic comedian;
an exploiter of the out-of-date
sentiments of albumi; a thirdrate coach with little to recommend him except his political
ability to keep his job; a threat
to every type of freedom and
human dignity. We would further reason that any measure
that would rid us of this blight
on the face of decency would
be acceptable.
But we know what kind of
man Frank Howard is and
none of the drivel pawned off
by men like Louis Chestnut
can never change that. He's
definitely not the type to infer
that the collegenewspaperhas
been taken over by "radicals"
and that prissy little boys with
girlish tresses bouncing
around their shoulders and
effeminate mannerisms punctuating their every moment
are roaming his beloved hills.
He couldn'tconceivablymake
a naive and insipid statement
such as "I wish some group
of real good boys — young
men who love their country
and who love their mothers

"Clemson's going to hell."
We stopped pumping, our
smiles faded, and we looked
on in anticipation of his next
words. We knew what they
would be — it's the same old
stuff: hippies, radicals, communists, the students taking
over, no respect for your elders, unpatrioticfreaks, "oughtto-be-shot," Moratoriums, go
somehwere else, Yankees, and
The Good Days.
A few seconds passed and
then I asked, "What do you
mean by 'going to hell?'"
He smiled and replied,
"What I mean is yourfootball
team isn't worth a damn this
year and hasn't been good for
a long time. The students
ought to get rid of Howard."
My stomacn eased as I realized I wasn't going to have
to defend the "small minority." And then I became disturbed. I had realized that all
this man cared about was the
football team. Not the dissident minority or the complacent majority, but just whether
or not Clemson fielded a good
football team.
I reassured myself that he
was just a isolated instance of
complacency concerning
campus troubles; and then I
began to question that. I could
remember that IPTAY contributions are nearly double
those of The Alumni Loyalty
fund.
"I was a member of IPTAY
this year but I'll be damned if
I'll join again. I'mgonnajoin
the Georgia booster club. Now
there's a good school."
I suddenly felt discouraged
again and as I walked away
I looked up at those hills and
for a moment, wished I could
stay there.

"Dixie" And Flag Supported;
"Peaceniks" Termed "Yellow"

Dear SLBI,
Many students have denounced the SLBI for its obvious unconcern and insensitivity toward student's rights
on the Clemson University
campus.

You have deliberately refused to open your eyes and
minds to the fact that you are
just as offensive and remind
them just as much of years of
suffering (from the Reconstruction era to the presentday Haynsworth case — realizing that the South has not
rebuilt after it has destroyed
it in war) as the Confederate
flag and "Dixie" are these
things to you.

However, there are more,
many more people whom you
offend than does these traditions. Therefore, by your own
beliefs, you should be banned
from Clemson University, as
you wish "Dixie" and the Confederate flag. Yet please note
that these things are Clemson
traditions and you are not.
They have been here for many
more years than you and will
remain long after you are
gone if the majority of the
students have their say about
the matter. It is about time
that you, my "unbigoted"
classmates, and the administration realized that just because the tail is of a different
color and has long hair,

Hero Frank Told To Give'em Hell;
Mother Supports M-Day Activities
talk to them...The best thing
our administration could do
would be to ship them out—
give them a one-way ticket
home." "They're no good for
the school and no good for
the'vstate. I say kick 'em out.
LetYem go somewhere else."
The \ast quote was even italicized^
Thee is even an incident
alleged wherein St. Frank engaged in the type of senseless
violence he has so long opposed. It is ludicrously reported that he ordered a certain
"Herman the equipmentman"
to physically eject a so-called
long-hair from his shower
room, and that Howie made
some tasteless remarks insinuating that the victim lacked the
requisite genitalia.
This is precisely the type
of yellow journalism and Birchite propaganda that we as
loyal Tigers cannot tolerate.
Could a man who has given
thirty-nine years of his life to
furthering the ideals of the
university system, a selfless
crusader who has willingly
and wholeheartedly lent his
indomitable courage andsavoir faire to countless young
students, a man who has displayed limitless Jim Fisk ingenuity in raising monies for
the athletic department, a man
looked up to by thousands as
the epbmy of the classical
ideal of 'mens sanaincorpore
sano', the perfect blending of
physical prowness and Socratic sagacity, brute force harnessed by the benevolent in-

We kept pumping and listening with our smug courteous
smiles glowing to testify we
were indeed Clemson Gentlemen.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

IN LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Sir,
Another vicious, underhanded attempt has been
made by right wing radicals
to sustain the myth that our
athletic dominus and spiritual
mentor is a member of their
ranks. A fanatical broadside,
caustically titled "Hello Mary"
which appeared in the October
26, 1969 issue of the Charleston "News and Carrier," written by a Mr. Louis Chestnut,
who claimed to the Executive
Sports Editor, contained a
number of shocking and slanderous characterizations of
the "Baron" and attributed to
the grand old man of the gridiron, many libelous quotes
concerning the intentions, aspirations and sexuality of certain Clemson students.
Mr. Howard, referred to by
many of his intimates as the
Jesus Christ of organized athletics and wisdom, is reported
as uttering such inane, bigoted, illiterate and mealymouthed comments as: "When
I see one of those terrible
looking creatures near me I
usually walk up to him and
say, in my most sarcastic
voice, 'Hello Mary'." "They
want to change the world and
I have nothing against that...
But these creatures are not
the ones. Whatthey wouldgive
us is worse than what we have
now." "They've got to have
something to hate... They're
not FOR anything — only
against." "I don't pay any attention to them, I won't let
them in my office and I won't

Titters and giggles came
from the small group who had
watched the situation. I asked
one of the onlookers what
the hell was going on and he
told me that Jerry and Skeeter
had been caught spitting water
at each other by Mr. Somebody, the scoutmaster.
It was then that I noticed
that all the group had Boy
Scout pants protruding from
the layers of coats and sweaters covering the upper portion of their bodies.

and fathers — would start a
little paper her on campus
and tell about the good things,
maybe even a little patriotic
occasionally." Not our Frank.
Not our Hero.
We're behind you Frank.
Give 'em hell. Get out on the
field with your Confederate
flags and your vital spirit of
'76 and scratch their silly eyes
out.
James Battle

Peace
Dear Editor,
Your latest issue of TIGER
both thrilled me — and
appalled me. I am so happy
that the Editor of the Tiger,
at least, is fair-minded and
unbiased (unlike most of the
student leaders.)
Wish you could have been
with me, and observed the
beautiful sight of 5000 students carrying candles and
singing our National Anthem
at the University of Miami.
It is impossible to compare
this with what I read of Clemson's Moratorium Day!
Perhaps your students
should re-read the Constitution of the United States and
decide just WHO is American.
We do have the right to protest peaceably, and not in the
vicious manner in which the
majority of students (and the
Chemistry prof who termed

his black arm-banded students "Communists") reacted.
My son chose Clemson...and
not until now do Iquestionhis
decision. As a parent, I believe
a student has a right to the
academic freedom of political
and religious belief. Apparently this part of the Constitution
has never been interpreted by
this school.
I AM PROUD of my son.
His decision to participate in
the Moratorium was entirely
his own. But I hurt for him...
I do not think he deserves to
be condemned for an action
which is rightly part of American life.
As for our president,
shouldn't he also support US?
According to the Congressional Record, although the New
Nixon speaks peace and withdrawal, the facts are that he
has managed to double the
killing rate per month.
As for you, congratulations
on your part and in your reporting of this importanthappening. Keep on being a true
TIGER. And naturally, since
this is Clemson, ifyoudeemto
publish any parts of a parent's lament in your lettercolumn, I am going to be
forced to ask you to withhold
my name. Although I dislike
"censorship", my son is suffering enough loss of friends,
etc. without my adding to his
problems.
Name Withheld by Request

it should not wag the dog!
As the voluntary ROTC program should have been done,
this should be put to a vote,
not by a group of selected
students (CSC), but a vote by
the entire student body. Because you represent one percent of the students does by no
means give you reason to believe that your one vote is
worth ninety-nine of anyone
else's.

Put the issue to a vote. If
you are scared to do this,
keep crying and kicking up
dust so you will be noticed.
Quite frankly I could do without your tactics, but by using
them youmaygetyourway as
two and three year old babies
do. Come on SLBI, GROW
UP!
Your most recent offensive
play is at best a bluff. The
only reason you could possibly have for leaving is to plea
to the public for support in
your objectives by engaging
the news media. You are sure
to get priority by saying that
you were forced to flee the
university infearofyourlives.
I know of no instances that
you have been physically
threatened; however, there are
instances that you have verbally threatened the student
body and have showed (sic)
outward violence such as the
burning of the Darlington
County homecoming display.
As the press did during the
period of "yellow journalism"
and is frequently doing today,
they will listen to your story
and sympathize with you1 by
printing your tale. Things like
this arouse the public and sell
more papers. I just hope the
people who read it will not be
ignorant enough to believe it
without checking further.
John Richards
Sandy Edge

Peaceniks
Dear Sir,
The Moratorium organizers
and participants are apparently blind. They read the names
of war dead and ask for peace.
Mr. Keith Love calls for the
"ultimate support," bringing
them home. I really wonder
why these "Hanoi Helpers"
cannot see what they are actually doing. If they would
bother to they would find the
vast majority of U.S. fighting
men are against the moratorium. An American G.I. called it a "Viet-Cong morale
builder." Most agreed that it
accomplished nothing but to
lower the American morale.
They are dying for you and

your rights, and I wonder how
many more you caused to
die, Peacenik.

To remark again on Mr.
Love's letter of last week when
he said "it's a military and
geographical fact that the U.S.
cannot win a land war in
Asia." That is beyond a doubt
the most stupid statement that
I have ever read. The reason
that we have not already won
is we've been fighting with one
finger instead of two fists
(limited war)? If he thinks the
U.S., the most powerful nation in the world, cannot win
he just isn't thinking.
Anyone who reads the news
finds that President Nixon,
Vice President Agnew, (even
Bob Hope) agrees as any
thinking man, the moratorium
serves no useful purpose. It
only shows these people can
offer no helpful criticism —
only complaints.
One final thought. The army
also wants peace. They are the
ones who have to fight the
filthy wars. They risk their
lives so you remain free. The
army's goals are not to instigate wars, but instead to retain peace. The moratorium
organizers should go to some
Commie country, for they are
the ones who "start" wars.
I'll be in Vietnam in a little
over a year, and you don't see
me wearing a yellow — I mean
a black — armband.
Daniel Home

Together
Dear Sir,
Those students at Clemson,
and their number is great, who
insist upon maintaining, or
rather supposing a position
of superiority over the Negro
are not to be condemned for
their low class beliefs.

It is probably too late for a
majority of the adults, but for
those who are younger, the socalled "inferiority" of the Negro has been used as a crutch
for the ego of the poor white
trash. A confident, intelligent
person does not need such a
crutch.

The plight of the Negro was
caused by white people, therefore a wholehearted effort
should be made by the white
people to create a new attitudeacceptance of a person for
what he is — as a person.
Kenneth Morris

Rednecks
Dear Sir,
It was as though someone
had yelled "Rednecks, arise!"
at the Army Field Band concert last Friday night. During
a potpourri of Civil War
songs, many in the audience
at Littlejohn Coliseum rose to
their feet cheering and applauding as the ensemble performed "Dixie." The evening
contained enough hollow patriotic mummery without the
audience adding a gauche display of its own. Apparently
those who jumped so readily
to their feet had not carefully
listened to the words of another Civil War song, "Tenting Tonight," which says:
"Many are the hearts that are
weary to-night, Wishing for
the war to cease; Many are the
hearts that are looking for the
right, To see the dawn of
peace."
The next time you yahoos
feel like making a disgusting
display of yourselves, don't.
You affront decency.
H. F. McMains

Others . , .

The following people submitted letters concerning the
"Dixie" and flag issue which
The more I see of the racism had to be held because of lack
that is inherent among many of space:
Lawton E. Murray, Tim Siepeople in America, the more I
become convinced that their bold, Kathy Head, Bob Wise,
beliefs are fed by an uncon- Sandy Edge and John Richscious fear that if the Negro ards, William B. Kauric, Teris given a chance he will pos- rell M. Peace, John A. Powell
sibly prove himself to be the III, The BENGALS, Greg
better person. Therefore, the Poudevigne, Randy Harvey,
racists of Clemson need help. Steve Epton, Stephen CrawHow do you go about cur- ford, Eddie Wooten and Haring a person of racist beliefs? ry George.
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Music, Drugs, Rain, Mud
Hi£hli2ht Rock Festival
By M. E. KELLY
Staff Writer
The Woodstock Music and
Drug Festival was, in aword,
incredible. Billed as a threeday retreat from the filth and
pollution of big city life, the
festival developed into a miraculous fiasco. In only a few
days, the Woodstock promoters succeeded in turning a
sprawling Catskill farm into a
muddy, garbage-ridden ghetto area.
The combination of overpopulation and blatant mismanagement made the festival
virtually unbearable for anyone who was sane or unstoned.
The festival did have its good
points, but, as the hours went
by and the food supply decreased, the disadvantages
gradually began to outweigh
the advantages.
When I set out for White
Lake, N.Y., I was reasonably
sure that the festival would
attract a crowd of about
100,000. But, as I neared the
area of White Lake, I began
to realize that my estimate was
going to prove to be quite
modest. All of the roads leading to the festival grounds
were congested beyond belief.
I finally caught a ride about
twenty miles from the festival
area; it took us about three
hours to finish the trip.
The stage area was about
two miles from where we finally parked the car. After hiking
down the narrow farm lane, I
came upon the most amazing sight I've ever seen. There,
on an enormous hill that formed a natural amphitheatre,

were about 300,000 people
waiting patiently for the concert to begin. And "the third
largest city in New York
state," as it was later to be
called, was still growing.
The Friday afternoon concert opened with Ritchie Havens. I was so far away from
the stage that I could barely
hear his first few songs. I
spent the rest of the day trying to move closer to the stage
to improve my vantage point.
From where I was sitting, the
performance given by Sweetwater seemed terrible. The amplifiers weren't adjusted properly, so some of the musicians' efforts were drowned
out by their colleagues' instruments.
As darkness set in, the air
turned extremely cool. A multitude of small fires were started around the hill as the audience tried vainly to keep
warm. The night wore on in a
seeminly endless procession
of performers. Tim Hardin
ended his performancejustbefore the heavy rain began.
The rest of the concert went on.
Melanie and Ravi Shankar
braved the weather on an unprotected stage.
The only thing that disappointed the wet crowd was the
announcement that Sly and
the Family Stone and the Incredible String Band would
not be able to perform that
night because of the rain.
The two biggest attractions
of the night were Arlo Guthrie and Joan Baez. Arlo augmented his signing performance with a long story about

Moses and Fharoah, mixing
amusing new "facts" in with
the traditional version. According to Arlo, the Fharoah
gave Moses some marijuana
brownies before he left so the
Pharoah's guards could
"bust" Moses out on the desert.
By the time Joan Baez appeared, I was wrapped up in
my sleeping bag trying to
keep dry. About half way
through her performance Ifell
asleep.
After a losing batde with the
puddles of water in my sleeping bag, I finally woke up
early the next morning. Most
of the people had left the hillside for drier areas. All that
was left were a few thousand
people, some smoky fires, and
a vast sea of mud. I set out to
find some food; the concession
stands had run out sometime
during the night.
The road that supposedly
led to the town of Bethel was
jammed with thousands of
cars and people. The chaos
wrought by stalled cars and
wandering people brought
back visisions of Napoleon's
retreat from Russia. No one
knew where they were going.
After a few miles of fruitless
hiking, I returned to the hillside miserably wet and
hungry.
During the long wait for the
Saturday concert to begin, a
few food trucks finally arrived
at the concession stands. My
patient wait in a long line rewarded me with two cold hot
dogs and a very warm soda.
The late morning heat soon
became unbearable. The

stench from the tons of garbage and the miles of mud became more disgusting as the
day wore on. To make matters worse, the plastic freak
who emceed the program babbled on about how beautiful
we all were living together in
harmony under adverse conditions.
It was an easy thing to say
for someone who was helicoptered in to the concert from
a comfortable motel a few
miles away. He never got his
feet muddy.
The sunshine was a mixed
blessing for those on the hill.
Many people grew nauseous
and had to be taken to the
first aid booths. Announcements such as "The Bear is
on a bad trip and is asking
for Susie—Please meet him to
the right of the stage" became
commonplace. G rass was
more plentiful than water, and
was smoked openly by the
audience.
I didn't stick around for
much of the afternoon concert.
I couldn't convince myself that
any performers were worth
seeing under the existing conditions. The only group that
impressed me of the few that
I saw that day was Santana.
The scene along the roads
leading from White Lake was
almost as incredible as the
festival itself. There were cars
and people along the road for
about fifteen miles. Most of
them probably never saw the
now famous hill facing the
stage, but, from the looks of
things, they probably didn't
care. At least they can say that
they were almost there!

GOO GOO GOO, JUDE

Who Is The Walrus? Paul?
By TOM PRIDDY
Staff Writer
(Ed. note: Tom Priddy gathered information from "The
Cavalier Daily," "The Daily
Tar Heel," "The Miami Herald," E-5, and his own warped mind to write the following
caprice on a topic that is becoming a subjectfor probably
too much discussion.)
Last Sunday night I spent
about three hours with 25
other curious souls in a room
on E-5. We had all heard the
rumors about the death of
Beatle Paul McCartney and
were trying to find some "evidence" that would substantiate
those rumors.
Apparently E-5 wasn't alone
in its search for the "truth." I
found out later that other halls
all over the Johnstone complex had been holding the
same sort of informal bull
sessions.
Reportedly Paul McCartney
was killed in an Abbey Road
crash in 1966. He was working on a song ("Smile" which
was never finished) and used
drugs to escape his frustration. He then went out for a
drive and either committed
suicide or "didn't notice that
the light had changed."
The rumors were reportedly started by a disc jockey
from WKNR in Detroit, Mich.,
who believes that the Beatles
have been leaving clues about
Paul's death ever since 1966.
He came to this conclusion
by analyzing two recent Beatle album covers.

THE COVERS
The most recent album
shows the quartet crossing
Abbey Road in London. According to his story in Time,
the DJ says they are coming
from a cemetery which can be
seen into the left of the picture.
John Lennon, leading the
group, is wearing white, signifying a priest; Ringo Starr
is dressed as an undertaker,
and George Harrison is clothed as a grave digger. McCartney (or his replacement) is the
only one out of step, and the
only one without shoes. The
story goes on to say that the
dead in England are buried
without shoes.
Also, McCartney is holding
a cigarette in his right hand,
even though he is left-handed.
My smoking friends mentioned this because rarely does
one smoke with the "wrong"
hand.
The license plate on a Volkswagen parked in the background reads "28 IF" which
the DJ says symbolizes Paul's
age, 28, if he had lived.

The second album cover
Magical Mystery Tour reportedly gives the same message.
Time reports very few clues
from this album, but close inspection of the cover, the 24page booklet inside, and the
record yielded more possible
clues for our group on E-5.
In all of the photos in this
album, Paul is always singled
out as being different On the
cover, he wears black while
the others all wear white. On
the inside back cover he is
wearing a black carnation,
and all the others are wearing red ones. Also, in every
other picture, Paul is barefoot while the rest of the group
always wear shoes. In one of
the pictures, his shoes are lying next to him with what
could pass as blood on them.
The "Miami Herald"reports
that if you hold up this album
cover to a mirror, you can
read the phone number
231-7436 from the name
"Beafles." Another phone
number can supposedly be
found by turning the Sergeant
Pepper cover upside down.
One of these two numbers
was reportedly called by a
group of students from USC
and the recorded answer was
"You're getting closer." The
Herald reports, however, that
the rumor specified that the
call must be placed at 5 a.m.
London time to get more of
an answer.
The Sergeant Pepper album
yielded all sorts of clues similar to the ones in Magical
Mystery Tour. On the cover

the Beatles are surrounded
by people who are either dead,
whose images are dead, people who have changed drastically (like the Beafles), people who are absolute tosers,
or people who have been in
car wrecks.
McCartney's guitar is symbolized in flowers in the foreground, a man has his hand
over Paul's head as if in benediction, and the Chinese symbol for death is over the head
of his wax figure.
On the inside cover Paul is
sitting in the Indian burial
position, hands around knees,
and is wearing a patch on his
sleeve with the letters OPD for
Officially Pronounced Dead,
the British equivalent of our
DOA.
The Beatles' double album
must certainly contain some
hints, but allthatwehavebeen
able to come up with so far is
even pickier than the aorementioned clues. Paul is lying,
bandaged and scarred, in a
bathtub (a coffin?) in one of

the pictures in the fold-out section.
THE SONGS
All the evidence I have mentioned so far could be circumstantial. It could mean nothing
at all. The really convincing
clues lie in the Beatles' songs
themselves. Not only could
many of their songs refer to
McCartney's death, but, in
listening to a select few, you
can actually here them talk
about it.

The most convincing reference is in "Strawberry Fields
Forever." Near the end you
can really hear a voice declare
"I buried Paul." It's as plain
as day, and even plainer when
the 33 1/3 is played on
45 rpm.
In "All You Need is Love,"
three voices clearly state "Yes,
he's dead." "Baby, You're a
Rich Man" played backwards
yields the voices singing
"Listen to us all, we buried
Paul."
In the reprise of "Sergeant
Pepper," played on mono, you
can hear "Paul McCartney is
dead, really dead...Now you
know he's really gone to the
maker."
"Revolution No. 9" played
backwards repeats "Turn me
on, dead man" just after a car
crash and "Help!" are heard.
It's all there between the lyrics. Listen for it.
Other references can be
made by interpreting the
songs to fit the rumor. "A Day
in the Life" is about a man
who "made the grade" but
"blew his mind out in a car."
"I Am the Walrus" and
Glass Onion" both allude to
the fact that the walrus was
Paul in a picture in the Magical Mystery Tour pictures.
Walrus is Greek for death.
Also, in "I Am the Walrus"
words from "King Lear" can
be heard near the end—"Oh,
untimely death!" and "Is he
dead? Did he die, father? Rescue him."
"She's leaving Home"refers
to Wednesday morning at 5
a.m., the time of Paul's accident. In the picture on the back
of the album George is pointing to 5 o'clock.
The new "Abbey Road" album contains more possible
clues. "Come Together "has so
many it would be useless to
list them all. "Maxwell's Silver Hammer" is the same
Maxwell, as well as Billy
Shears of Sargeant Pepper
fame, is one of the two reported replacements for McCartney. Conflicting reports

say that each won the McCartney look-alike contest in
1966. The winner was never
officially announced.
On the "Yellow Submarine"
album, the figure of the devil
is wearing the number 23. McCartney was supposedly killed
on a Wednesday at 5 a.m. in
November, 1966. The month
of November, 1966, contained a Wednesday the 23rd.
Many references to the number eight-can be found on any
of the albums. Eight is the
number of handles on a coffin.
Fantastic? Weird? Crazy?
Stupid? Possibly. Senseless?
Probably not Why, then, if
Paul is not dead, would the
Beatles go to such lengths to
make some people think he is?
What could all of it prove?
It could prove one very important thing: people take
rock music too lightly. The
Beatles' music has always had
meaning, but perhaps in 1966
the Beafles decided they would
prove how much meaning
they could include in their
songs. Maybe they wanted to
see just how much people
would get out of them.
They could have included
"clues "about anything in their
albums, but they chose Paul's
"death." If his is the case, they
have shown how stupid we
are, and what geniuses they
are.
"I buried Paul" is as plain
as day. Why has no one ever
heard it? If this is a hoax, it is
one of the most intricate and
fantastic puzzles ever conceived.
Maybe Paul really is dead.
Could the back of Abbey
Road album be telling us to
"Be at the Abbey crossroads
on the 14th of November for
more clues?"
Maybe Paul really is dead
and the Beatles realized they
could not keep the secret forever. They could have decided to sneak small clues about
his death into their songs while
proving they could stay on
top of the charts without him.
When the news finally leaked
out they would still be as popular as ever and there would
be no cause for a drop in their
record sales.
Could "McCartney is dead"
be similar to "God is dead?"
Rumors are started by a few
and "proven" by others.
Could the Beatles be trying to
prove how stupid we are?
Are they putting us on, or
are we putting ourselves on?
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Then I Smv The Congo . . .
Intrepid explorer Gerald Garrett hasn't exactly stumbled onto a lost city of gold,
but Stomp Springs yields a rare gem of its own with the remarkable panacea which
flows there. Ponce de Leon, where are you?

Stomp Springs Resort
Becomes Ghost Town
By GERALD GARRETT
The rest of the town
Assistant News Editor presents the same ghostStomp Springs, located ly characteristics as the
two miles off Calhoun deserted motel. The clinic
Highway 72 between still has some valuable
Clinton andWhitmire,is, equipment inside.
Strangely enough,
for all practical purposthough,
five people still
es, a "ghost town."
live
in
the immediate
As late as 1946, the
area
—
a
Mr. Byers and
town was a thriving
health resort under the his son, a Mrs. Cobble,
auspices of the Stomp Jim DeLo and his wife,
Springs Syndicate of Co- Mary Jane.
I talked to DeLo, who
lumbia, which claimed
is
the attendant at the
the water from the spring
mineral
spring, and he
had some type of magical
proceeded
to fill me in
power to cure such things
as kidney ailments and on some of the details of
the place.
ulcers.
DeLo said the Indians
The Syndicate at that
time had planned to who formerly inhabited
build a motel to serve the the area were aware of
"health nuts" who regu- the "remarkablepowers"
larly visited the town and of the mineral water and
patronized the therapeu- drank it as a general
cure-all. The first settlers
tic clinic there.
The motel was nearly in the area later learned
completed; then, for of the powers of the stuff.
DeLo produced an adsome reason, it was
abandoned. Today it vertising pamphlet from
the Syndicate which constands forlornly along- tained such letters as this:
side the road, partially
"When Icame to Stomp
covered by vines and
Springs two years ago I
briars.

was run down, sluggish,
had lost my appetite, and
absolutely no food appealed to me. I wish I
could tell everyone suffering as I did about the
results I got from drinking it. Stomp Springs
health mineral water has
positively relieve me of
those distresses, adjusted me, I crave food and
am now able to eat anything. "
DeLo then expounded
upon the curative value
of "blue mud," which is
taken directly from the
spring and used to cure
ailments such as skin infections.
At Mr. DeLo's urging,
I agreed to try the water
and, much to my surprise, found that it did
not taste particularly
bad. However, it did give
me stomach cramps and
diarrhea. I did feel invigorated, though.
Following a tour of the
town, during which I was
told the history of many
of the buildings (if you
want to know about this,
visit the fascinating
town), Mr. DeLo highlighted my trip by presenting me with a diploma from the Stomp
Springs Health Institute's College of Scientific Massage.
I am happy to report
that I am now qualified
in the art of Swedish
Massage.
Don't get me wrong.
I am not laughting at the
town or the people. In
fact, the town has great
potential as both a tourist resort and as a health
resort. But do not take
my word for it. Some
Sunday afternoon when
you have nothing else to
do, drive down. Enjoy
the strange beauty of this
strange town. Listen to
the local inhabitants and
their tales of the place.
But beware of the water.
Stomp Springs photos
by David Walker

Dr. Hennig Cohen, professor of English at the University of Pennsylvania, will
speak on the Clemson campus Nov. 5, at 4 p.m. In Physics Auditorium #1.
Presently, Cohen is editing
a new journal tentatively entitled "Leviathon: A Journal
of Melville and the Sea" to be
published at the University of
Pennsylvania beginning in
1970. As the 150th birthday of
Herman Melville was commemorated Aug. 1, Cohen
plans an address based on his
extensive knowledge of Melville's writings. His specific
topic will be Melville's view of
the limitation of human knowledge.
A SouthCarolinanative, Cohen was born in Darlington.
He received his A.B. degree
from the University of South
Carolina in 1941. After distinguished service in World
War n, he assumed the position of director of public relations for the University of
South Carolina, a position
which he held until 1956. He
was awarded his M.A. (1948)
and Ph. D. (1951) degrees by
Tulane University.
In 1956 Cohen joined the faculty of the University of
Pennsylvania. He was appointed a Guggenheim fellow in
1960, and has served as guest
lecturer atBrynMawr College
(1962-63) and Swarthmore
College (1963-64).
Cohen has had a very active scholarly career. A member of both the Modern Language Association as well as
the American Studies Association, he has contributed
numerous articles on American literature to learned publications.
Cohen's address is sponsored by the Department of
English, Clemson University,
and is open to the public.
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Miss Homecoming

GOOD FOOD

Clemson coed Jane Ellen Bartles takes a deserved rest after
spending a hectic week celebrating her victory of winning the
title of Miss Homecoming.
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Booters Suffer Fifth Loss
As Blue Devils Win, 3-0
By CHUCK WIMBERLY
Sports Writer
The Clemson soccer team
was handed a shutout Friday
by the Duke Blue Devils by
a score of 3-0. The Booters
now have a record of one win,
five losses and a tie.
Although Clemson had the
desire to win, they could not
make their plays click. The defense was guilty of many mistakes and the offense could
not produce goals as they had
last year. Coach I. M. Ibrahim stated, "The horses aren't
working this year."
Duke played well and applied pressure to the Clemson
team. Clemson made many individual mistakes and could
not operate as a team. "Passing the ball was extremely
difficult and they were not
able to follow the game plan,"
stated Ibrahim.
The turning point of the
game came when Roger Collins attempted to pass the ball
to his goalie but missed. A
Duke player was on top of the
play and kicked the ball in the
net for the goal. After that,
the Tigers could not muster
much of a comeback.
We would like to execute at
least 30 per cent of our plays,"
said Ibrahim, "But we only
execute 10 per cent." The team
has five games left to get back
on the winning track.

Ibrahim said a lack of talent
seems to be the major problem
in not winning games. "A team
cannot win on desire alone
but must have the talent and
ability to win."
Many teams are giving
scholarships to attract good
players. In the ACC, Maryland is the only example of a
scholarship school. TTiey are
currently national co-champions.

Ibrahim attributed the lack
of scholarships to a lack of
funds available in the athletic
department. Ibrahim said that
Frank Howard supports soccer at Clemson.
Clemson will have a chance
to bounce back Friday when
the Booters will host Georgia
State at 3 p.m. onthe"Y"field.
On Tuesday the Tigers will
host a powerful Erskine team
which is currently averaging
11.1 goals per match.
—Hodges

Carolina Strides

Toward

What a difference a year
makes. That's the tune the
South Carolina Gamecocks
are whistling as they continue
to set the pace in the Atlantic
Coast Conference football
chase with a perfect 4-0 record.
It was just a year ago that
Coach Paul Dietzel's club was
stumbling along with only one
win and five defeats after the
first six outings. Now that situation has been completely reversed.
They beat Maryland, 17-0,
last week to regain a full game
lead over second-place Clemson, but won'thave the opportunity to improve on that

Freshman place-kicker Eddie Seigler splits
the uprights with a 37-yard field goal in last
Friday's 23-14 victory over the Georgia

Tech freshmen. The Greenwood native also
booted two extra points. Seigler promises to
be a great asset to the Tiger varsity next

2A. Unbeaten Freshmen To Face
Last Opponent On Friday
mask for the next couple of
weeks. Clemson, meanwhile,
will have a chance to pull
even before South Carolina
returns to league warfare.
The Gamecocks go against
tough outside competition the
next couple of weeks, playing
at Florida State (4-1) Saturday and at Tennessee the following week. Clemson is all
finished with its non-league
opponents and has four loop
games in a row, including
the finale with South Carolina on November 22.
Only two conference games
are on tap this week. Maryland is at Clemson and North
Carolina visits Virginia. Duke
travels to Georgia Tech (2A)
while both N.C. State and
Wake Forest have open dates.
State's defending conference
champions saw their hopes for
a share of this year's crown
go down the drain when they
played a 25-25 tie with Duke.
The Wolfpack has completed
its conference schedule, posting a final 3-2-1 log. Virginia,
North Carolina and Maryland are still mathematically
in the running, but two of
those, in all probability, will
be eliminated this week. Unless there are a couple of big
upsets, the title will be decided
when Clemson and South
Carolina clash at Columbia.

By RAY SISTARE
Assistant Sports Editor
The Freshmanfootballteam
has only one obstacle left in
their quest for an unbeaten
season. The Cubs will face
Wake Forest in Winston-Salem
Friday at 3 p.m.
Clemson has compiled a 4-0
record, and a win over the
Deaclets would give the Cubs
their first undefeated season
since 1965 when they had a
4-0-1 mark.
Wake Forest lost their first
two games to North Carolina
State and North Carolina by
scores of 28-10 and 49-7. The
Deaclets pulled a complete reversal last week and trounced
South Carolina 35-21. Clemson beat the Biddies by a 2113 margin.
Paced by the running of
Chuck Huntley and the passing of MikeMathews, the Cubs
ended Georgia Tech's hopes
for an undefeated season by
beating them 23-14 in Death
Valley last Friday.

Huntley amassed 154 yards
on the ground and Mathews
completed 11 of 22 passes for
136 yards. Matthews' favorite target was Bobby Johnson
who caught eight passes.
Clemson scored first in the
game and built up a 14-6 halftime advantage. Huntley accounted for one score on a
five-yard run and Bob Bosler caught a 26-yard pass
from Mathews for another talley. Ed Seigler booted the conversions.
The Baby Jackets tied the
contest in the third period
when they scored on a twoyard run. The Jackets went
for two points and knotted the
score at 14-14.
Seigler, who missed several
field goals kicking into a
strong wind, put the winning
points on the board when he
booted a 37-yarder with the
wind at his back.
Mathews crossed the goal
line in the fourth quarter when
he tallied from the three. Seig-

—Boyles

Clemson defensive end Ivan Sutherland puts the quietus
on Alabama running back Larry Helm. Three important
yards were lost on this play.

Be a devil.
Surprise her
with flowers.

By LARRY OSBORNE
Special to The Tiger
Clemson's
rugby team
shocked both the fashion world
and Atlanta this past Sunday
by donning the latest in leg
attire (would you believe orange and purple striped socks?
Neither did Atlanta) and
soundly defeating Atlanta's
second side 19-0.
In the first match, however,
Atlanta's first side failed to
recognize Clemson's unique
tastes as sufficient reasons for
victory and so turned back
some gallant efforts by Clem-

son for an 8-3 win.
Scoring for the orange team
in their victory were Tom Malone, the dashing young center
who gave of his heart and his
hair (to a mischievous Cherokee brave on Atlanta's team)
in his play Sunday, and Jack
Stankiewicz, returning after
a severe injury to his beermue hand.
Also scoring were Tom Bell,
a one-lunged contribution to
the team by Frank Howard,
Rich Gardner, a funny bigot
but unrelated to the comedian, and Dick Thrower who

ler missed his first extra point
of the year when the ball hit
the cross bar and bounced
away.
The crowd of 5000 that
watched the game was the
largest to see the Cubs play
this season. Only 4500 showed to watch the Biddie game.
In the season statistics,
Huntley leads the Freshmen

The YMCA pool, traditional home of Clemson's swim
team, has been the scene of
intensive drills and some rather promising swimming this
week. The team has been practicing since mid-August to be
at the pinnacle of physical conditioning for the season opener with N.C. State which is
still more than a month away.
Coaches McHugh and Skilton have been instituting a variety of rigorous routines in
order to produce a more wellrounded squad. Coach
"Moose" Skilton, a one-time
Clemson swimmer himself
and school record holder, stated that "we (the team) are
working harder this year. We
expect big things from this
squad."

is also a kicker.
Witticher' s try and other individual heroics in the purple
team's loss to Atlanta's first
side lost some significance
when it was learned that the
average age of the Atlanta
ruggers was eighty-three.
However, it must be remembered that a fellow can learn
a helluva lot of rugby in eighty-three years.
If you have not as yet viewed
Phil Walklet is quoted as
the extraordinary spectacle stating that "it seems like no
of the organized riot known as two practices have been idenrugby football, Sunday will be tical, but variety is the spice
of swimming."
your last chance to see the
Clemson ruggers here in
Head coach Carl McHugh
Clemson this season. Clemson pointed out that "there are
entertains the University of presently nine returning letterSouth Carolina for two match- men and six freshmen" on the
es starting at 2 p.m. on the squad which numbers approximately 25 and has made
football practice field.

LYNCH DRUG CO.
IN

BEAT MARYLAND
THEN ENJOY A

BONANZA STEAK

in total offense with 590 yards
on 121 carries for an average
of 4.9 yards. Huntley also
leads in scoring with 30
points.
Bobby Johnson has the
most receptions with 23. Oddly enough, none of the completions have resulted in touchdowns. Boslerhascaughtfour
passes, two of which have
been for scores. Bob Shell

DOWNTOWN CLEMSON

it necessary to split the team
into groups practicing at different times in the evening. He
also mentioned that this year's
squad is "alive with talent"
but lacks depth in a few areas
due to graduation which he
hopes the freshman and nonlettering squad members can
adequately fill.
Undoubtedly the most promising prospect from the
freshman ranks is high school
All-American Joe Korvick
from Miami, Florida. He is
expected to break the school
records in the 50 yd., 60 yd.,
and 100 yd. freestyle and represent Clemson in the ACC
Championships in late February.
Other team members expected to break school records and
represent Clemson at the ACC
Championships are Andy
Moore (200 im), Mike Mossman (200 and 500 free), Tom
Haene, team co-capt. (100200 back), Doug Braun
(1000 free) and Gary Mitchell
(500 free.)
Both the coaches and the

FROM YOUR

1303 N. Murray Ave.
ANDERSON

BEAT THE TERPS

JUDGE
KELLER

PASS THAT TEST£
with the help of

Flannel Shirts

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST*
MILLER ANALOGIES TEST
GRADUATE BUSINESS SCHOOL
ADMISSION TEST

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Phone 654-4321

NATIONAL TEACHERCOMMON EXAMINATIONS

INCORPORATED

Unique it the only word
to describe the Southeast's newest "up and
down" restaurant.
Located on 291 By-Pass
in Greenville, South Carolina, the upstairs features fresh seafood daily,
such as oysters on the
half shell, shrimp in the
rough, and gumbo.
The Downstairs features Charcoal Steaks,
Prime Ribs and dancing.
Friday and Saturday
nights see La Verne Baker singing and presenting her comedy routines
you will never forget.
CALL 277-7272
FOR RESERVATIONS

MEDICAL COLLEGE
ADMISSION TEST
FEDERAL SERVICE
ENTRANCE EXAMS

DENTAL APTITUDE TEST

INSIST ON COWLES THE QUALITY STUDY GUIDES
FOR TOP TEST SCORES
• Up-to-date test material
• Best organized study guides
• Do's and don'ts
of test taking
• Step-by-step programming
• Accurate practice tests
• Explained answers
• Self-evaluation profile
plus
COWLES GUIDE TO
GRADUATE SCHOOLS.
Covers more than 1,400 schools:
costs, faculty, study programs,
housing, financial aid,
facilities, etc.

8yz"xll" • Paper • *$4.95, all others $3.95 each
See them at your local bookstore
CowleS BOOk Company, lllC. A subsidiary of

ttiteHPier

Seafood Restaurant and Oyster Bar

WE CAN FIX IT

ENGINEERING • MATHEMATICS • PHYSICAL SCIENCES

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

Dec. 1, 1969—N.C. State Univ.—
Home—4:00 p.m.
Dee. 5, 1969—Univ. of N. C—Home
—4:00 p.m.
Jan. 16, 1970—Univ. of Virginia—
Charlottesville, Va.
Jan. IT, 1910—Univ. of Maryland
—College Park, Md.
Jan. 23, 1970—Davidson—Davidson,
N. C.
Jan. 29, 1970—Emory—Home—4:00
p.m.
Jan. 30, 1970—Appalachian State
Univ.—Home—4:00 p.m.
Jan. 31, 1970—West Georgia—Carrollton, Ga.
Feb. 6, 1970—Wake Forest—Winston Salem, N. C.
Feb. 7, 1970—Duke—Durham, N. C.
Feb. 11, 1970—Univ. of S. C—Columbia, S. C.
Feb. 14, 1970—William & Mary—
Williamsburg, Va.
Feb. 16, 1970—Old Dominion—Norfolk, Va.

CAR TROUBLES?

CHECK THIS LIST
Preparation for
GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATION APTITUDE TEST

Morgans Flowers & Gifts

team are confident that this
season will be one of the best
Clemson supporters will ever
see.

Downtown Clemson

C0WLES
SCORE-HIGH
EXAM BOOKS

CLEMSON INTERVIEWS
NOV. 5

Seigler has risen to second
in scoring by compiling 26
points on eight extra points
and six field goals.

Wool Pants
&

PROMPT DELIVERY GUARANTEED BY
YOUR PROFESSIONAL TELEFLORIS7.

Mathews has thrown 24
completions in 42 attempts for
a .548 percentage. Billy Addisqn has been true on seven
passes.

Classifieds
Need a Bartender? Call 6396208. — Eric.
Found: One child's dog toy
at Tigerama. Please call me
at extension 535, the university.
Babyland Infant Nurserywill be open lor all Clemson Home Games, Nov. 1,
from 11:30 a.m. until 5:30
p.m. Call 654-5034 for information.
Night Auditor Needed: Holiday Inn. Hours 11 p.m. to
7 a.m. Apply: Stuart Tomlinson, Holiday Inn, Clemson, 654-4450.

SAYS

BONANZA SIRLOIN PIT

has caught only two passes,
but both werefor touchdowns.

Swimmers Open Practice,
Look For Best Season Yet
By DENNIS McROYAN
Tiger Sports Staff

Ruggers Split Matches
Sutherland Stops Helm

year as place-kicking has been somewhat
lacking in the past few years.

COWLES COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

CHEVROLET

We are equipped to
handle most all repairs
on American made cars.

DEALER NAME HERE

CHEVROLET

GENUINE
PARTS

MAULDIN CHEVROLET
Mechanic Street
Pendleton, S. C.

Oct. 31, 1969
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Players Look Toward
Showdown With Cocks
ByJULEWELBORN
Sports Writer

DICK HARPOOTLIAN
Associate Editor
In last Sunday's Charleston News And Courier Executive Sports Editor Louis
Chestnut wrote a column entitled "Hello, Mary." The
column was an interview
with Clemson Athletic Director Frank Howard in
which he gave his views on
campus activism, long hair
on males, and The Tiger.
Howard's views on campus activists or as he calls
them, "troublemakers," are
just as well known as what
he thinks of long hair on
males. To say he doesn't like
either of these items, is a
gross understatement.
Howard went to new
heights, though, and indicted The Tiger as being "not
FOR anything — only
against." The Baron said
that the radical element had
taken over the paper and
were constantly editorializing against him, President
Edwards, and Dean Cox.
He expressed the hope
that "some group of real
good boys — young men who
love their country and who
love their mothers and fathers — would start a little
paper on campus . . ." Howard also said, "I don't pay
any attention to them. I
won't even let them in my
office and I won't talk to
them."
Last Tuesday morning the
Baron broke down and consented to let me in his office and talked — yes I said
TALKED to a Tiger representative. He leaned back
in his chair and in that familiar gravel voice answered questions concerning The
Tiger and campus activism
in peneral.
When asked what he
thought of The Tiger, Howard responded, "I'm ashamed of The Tiger, and I don't
pay any more attention to it
than a jack rabbit." I asked
him what he thought the Tiger needed and he smiled
for a moment, spit a wad of
tobacco in the trash can and
answered, "A whole new Tiger staff."
He guffawed for a moment and went on to say
that there were a few good
boys up at The Tiger, but
they were few and far between.
Howard reminisced over
his thirty-nine years at
Clemson and that jovial
smile Verner Tate has come
to love, radiated each time
he said how much he loved

Last Saturday was another
long day for the Tigers. Alabama successfully avoided a
three-game losing streak. This
week, the Maryland Terrapins
will invade Tigertown, and
the seniors will make their
final appearance in Death
Valley.
Grady Burgner, a secondary education major from
Chattanooga, Tenn., said,
"Alabama was quick. We
had several scoring opportunities but couldn't score because of mental and physical
error."

Clemson. He told me about
the hard times of the depresson when he first started at
Clemson, "Why hell, I wore
my military suit every rainy
day to keep the creases outa
my pants."
He explained how Head
Coach Jess Nealy left Clemson to go to Rice in the early forties and how Neely
tried to persuade him to go
with him. Howard said he
knew he could make it at
Clemson so he stuck it out.
He told me about how the
Clemson teams got better
and better and how they
went to bowl games. The
Baron went on to explain
how the Atlantic Coast Conference was formed and how
they implemented a minimum entrance grade requirements and better facilities got the cream of the
crop; Clemson still did good
in the ACC, but it couldn't
compete in the outside
world.
Howard smiled a soft
faint smile and said, "I'm at
that dying age now, and I'm
going to a lot of funerals."
He looked pensive and I
couldn't tell whether or not
I was being conned so I decided to move on to another
topic before we both started
crying.

—Littlejohn

Clemson's sensational tailback Ray Yauger
breaks into the open on his way to a 25-yard
gain that set up the first Tiger touchdown

against powerful Alabama. Yauger finished
the day with an even 100 yards rushing.

lerps Iry liters
In ACG Meetin
By LARRY THOMA
Sports Writer
The Maryland Terrapins visit Clemson Saturday to battle
the Tigers in Death Valley on
Band Day. Maryland will be
trying to rebound from their
previous week's loss to South
Carolina, and improve upon
their 2-4 record.
The Clemson Tigers will
play for their third conference
win and attempt to up their
record of 3-3. The Tigers
must win all their remaining
games to capture their 7th
ACC crown, and the Baron
and his boys aim to start with
Maryland tomorrow.
The Clemson-Maryland series began in 1952. In the 17
meetings since then, Clemson
won 7 while dropping 9, and
tying 1. The Tigers have won
the last three straight from the
Terrapins, winning 16-0 in
last year's tilt.
Maryland is a better team
than their record indicates.
They possess a strong running attack with halfback Al
Thomas and fullback Tom Miller accounting for over 400
yards apiece gained rushing.
Quarterback Dennis O'Hara
guides the Terp's attack which
has been previously a ground
game. He's not a real passing threat, averaging only 40

"Bob Edwards and Walter
Cox have made it to where
they are because they worked and got the experience.
Of course people like me
and them are going to get
criticized. People like us
work on a trial and error
method. If you sit on your
ass you're not going to get
criticized and you're not
goin to get anything done
either. Look at Nixon's janitor. He don't do nothin' but
sweep floors, he don't get
criticized."
The sage went on and on
with his country style philosophy which has captured
generations of Clemson students. He represents the last
remnant of an era of Clemson which student activists
would rather not remember
and therefore he has become
unpopular with them. He
represents a style of football
which most fans are trying
to forget; therefore he has
become unpopular with
them. He'll be gone in a few
years and then be remembered in the perspective of
bowl games and the glorious
Clemson that was, way back
when; only then will he be
revered.

yards a game passing, but he
has thrown for 3 TD's. Maryland's receivers have gotten
behind defenders on occasion
this season, but O'Hara couldn't connect and overthrow
them.

The strong ground game
is due to Maryland's strong
line and its fine Mockers. The
Terps run from an unbalanced line with two tackles on the
same side of the center. The
formation is more suited for
running than passing.
Defensively, Maryland's interior line is big with good
pursuit. The linebackers react
well to the pass or run. The
Terp's defense is strongest at

the deep back position. The
deep backs all have good
speed,
especially
Tony
Greene, who runs the 100 in
9.7. The backs are quick to
react and come up fast to defend against the run.
Punter Greg Frier can kick
the ball well, with his longest
punt of the season good for
67 yards.
The Baron and the Tigers
know they must win this game
to stay alive in the conference
race and have the opportunity
to meet the Gamecocks in
Columbia and capture the ACC
Crown. The Tigers will be
fired up, and the Terps may
have to suffer the consequences.

By TIM SHULL
Special to The Tiger
The Clemson Sailing Team
trailed its Penguins to Columbia Saturday and returned
with its first silver of the season. The Tigers sailed in the
USC Invitational, an SAISA
divisional meet, and placed
second behind The Citadel.
They were followed by USC
and Old Dominion.

The meet was held in Penguins and two divisions were
raced. In rather decent air (a
good breeze to "'lubbers"),
R. J. Melville in Division A
placed one first, one second
and two thirds. Mark Hasslinger, racing in Division B,
placed one first, two seconds,
and a third.
The fruits of victory, asmall
silver wine goblet, now rests in

CLEMSON (3-3)—Maryland (2-4)
Auburn (4-2)—Florida (6-0)
Fla. St. (4-D—USC (5-1)
Georgia (5-1)—Tennessee (6-0)
Ga. Tech (2-4)—Duke 1-4-1)
Mississippi (4-2)—LSU (6-0)
Miss. St. (3-3)—Alabama (4-2)
UNC (2-4)—Virginia (3-3)
Army (3-2-D—Air Force (4-2)
Houston (2-3)—Miami (2-3)
Davidson (5-D—VMI (0-6)
Richmond (3-3)—Citadel (5-1)
SMU (2-4)—Texas (5-0)
Missouri (5-D—Kansas St. (5-1)
Kentucky (2-4)—West Va. (5-1)

Hogue
(66-24)
CLEMSON
Florida
—

usc~

Tenn.
Ga. Tech
LSU

Ala.
"UNC"
Air Force
Houston
Davidson
Citadel
Texas
Kans. St.
West Va.

RhodM
(64-26)
CLEMSON
Florida
~Fla~ StTTenn7~~
Ga. Tech
LSU
Ala.
~UNC~~
Air Force
Houston
Davidson
CitadelTexas
"Kans. St.
~West Va7

McRoyan
Holme*
Thoma
Welborn
Wimberly
(63-27)
(62-28)
(61-29)
(62-28)
(64-26)
CLEMSON CLEMSON CLEMSON CLEMSON CLEMSON
Florida
Auburn
Florida
Florida
Florida
~.FlaTstT"
~FiaTstT~ ~FiaTstT~
USC
Fla. St.
Tenn.
Tenn.
Tenn.
Tenn.
Tenn.
Ga. Tech
Ga. Tech Ga. Tech
Ga. Tech
Ga. Tech
LSU
LSU
LSU
LSU
LSU
~Aia7"~
Ala.
Ala.
Ala.
Ala.
UNC
~UNC
UNC
UNC
~" UNC~~
Air Force Air Force Air Force Air Force Air Force
Houston
Houston
Houston
Houston
Houston
Davidson
Davidson
Davidson
Davidson Davidson
Citadel
Citadel
Citadel
Citadel
Citadel
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Missouri
Missouri
Missouri
Missouri
Missouri
West Va.
Ky.
WesFVaT
West Va7 West Va.

Sisiare
(60-30)
CLEMSON
Florida
USC
Tenn.
Ga. Tech
Miss.
Ala.
UNC
Air Force
Houston
Davidson
Citadel
Texas
Missouri
West Va.

TO INTRODUCE CHALLENGER
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compact field.

Burgner then added that a
Depew revealed that Maryteam "can't make the mistakes
against Alabama that Clem- land runs a lonesome set (both
son made and still beat them." tackles on one side of the line)
and that they run to the wide
Bill Depew, a junior line- side of the field. "Maryland
backer from Baltimore, Md., has a straight forward offense
commented that "we had trou- that tries to run over you."
ble containing their long passes. Our linebackers were getting trapped inside and
couldn't stop their outside
plays. We had no pass rush,
and the blitzes we used were
easily picked up. I'd like to forget the game."
Dale Henry stated that AlaBy LEWIS HOLMES
bama was really fired up and
Sports Writer
came out hitting. He pointed
out that in the second quarter
N. C. STATE 25
they hit like anyone else, but
DUKE 25
by then they had the momenDuke, seemingly a dead
tum and a 21-point lead.
team, capitalized on twjo State
The, sophomore defensive miscues to. salvage a 25-25
back from Maggie Valley, tie with the Wolfpack. The Blue
N.C. concluded by saying, Devils, down by two touch"Their line played with wider downs managed to pull the
splits, and we couldn't stop game even when gifted Leo
Hart hit flanker Wes Chesson
their running game which with
the tying score.
made their passing game go."

In conclusion, the senior
fullback stated, "This game is
our season; withoutitwewon't
have a good year. For a lot of
us, it will be the last time we
play in Death Valley. That
should be an advantage to us.
It will be my last trip down
that Tiger rug."

ACC Roundup

Charlie Tolley of Mars Hill,
N. C, said that the Tigers
moved the ball well but failed
to score on three occasions.
"They are the quickest people I have ever faced. They
are not that much better than
we are, we just made some
mental errors. Personally, I'd
like to play them again next
week if we could." Tolley
praised the efforts of Ray Yauger and Charlie Waters.

USC 17
MARYLAND 0
Paul Dietzel's Gamecocks
took a major stride toward
their first conference championship ever when the Cocks
tripped Maryland 17-0. The
lethal combination of Tommy
Suggs to Freddie Zeigler
again proved too much for
the opposition. The heralded
combo struck for one second-

the hands of Vice President
Cox. The team journeys to
Charleston this weekend for a
team meet with the College of
Charleston. After the small
taste of victory, the team has
high hopes for this weekend.
Plans for the Fall Invitational to be held on Lake Hartwell are beginning to finalize.
Invitations will be sent out the
first of next week. The trophys have been ordered and
will be displayed in the trophy
case before the meet. Trophies
will be given for first, second,
and third, and one to the high
skipper in each division.
Two divisions will be raced;
Division A in 420's and Division B in Penguins. The meet
will be a two-day affair, starting about 1:00 Saturday and

stopping about dusk, then
completing on Sunday.
The "Ark" is nearing readiness to take its first plunge
into Lake Hartwell. The club
hopes to have a gala launch
day with the Physical Plant
helping to put the boat in the
water. An announcement will
be made, and all interested
persons are urged to attend.
Under the guidance of Skip
Lahser, the planned spring
sailing trip has become a reality. Three boats have been
charted and plans call for a
week of sailing around Florida. The skippers of the boats
include Skip, Dr. Reneke, and
Professor
Nicholson, the
club's advisors. It promises
to be a great trip.

half touchdown and set up the
other score.

NAVY 10
VIRGINIA 0
Navy, who much of the time
resembles a battle-scarred tugboat, found Virginia much
easier opposition than Penn
State as the Midshipmen sunk
the Cavaliers 10-0. An 80yard touchdown pass proved
the difference for the Middies.
UNC 25
WAKE FOREST 3
Versatile Don McCauley, a
twisting, hard - driving, 200pounder electrified a partisan
Tar Heel crowd by returning
a firstquarterkickoff 97yards
for the touchdown. His kickoff return erased an early 3-0
Wake Forest lead. From this
point, it was all Tar Heels.

Intramurals
WEDNESDAY. OCT. 22
KSN 7, Pickens Co. 0
East Goasters 13, Beau Greens 12
GS 2's 39, Spoonville 0
PKD 13, E-5 6
THURSDAY, OCT. 23
SAZ 25, WSBF 12
Numerals 13, Union Co. 13
(Numerals by penetration I
MONDAY, OCT. 27
Chi Lambda Blue 13, Chem E.
Grads 0
KDX Raiders 6, C-7 6
(KDX by penetration)
White Horse Rd. 6, ROTC Cadre 0
Alpha Gamma Gold 21, D-2 0
Catawba 13, AFROTC 0
BEX 9, E Rats 0
Oconee Co. 1, D-5 Purple 0
(By penetration)
DPK White 12, SKE 0
Woodridge 7, Palmetto 7
(Woodridge by penetration!
Chester Co. 14, OX 0
TUESDAY, OCT. 28
DKA Devils 2, D-2 Orange 0 (forfeit)
Chi Lambda Gold 2, E-6 Orange 0
(forfeit)
Pickens Co. 13, C-6 7
DKA Deacs 48, Simpsonville 0
East Coasters 13, KSN 6
KDX Greens 38, E-4 0
Young Hall 20, D-6 B's 0
Beau Greens 7, F-4, 5 0
GS 2's 48, PKD 0
Charleston 13, Spoonville 7

Call 235-4321
Concerning Group Ratei
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Limited Engagement - Winner of 3 Best Picture Awards |
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PART
THE TWO PART PRODUCTION OF

LEO TOLSTOYS

f

WARandVEACE

Engine choices that run from

a thrifty six up to the incomparable 426 Hemi.
Challenger is here.

And it will

change the world you drive in, for good.

CHALLENGER IS HERE NOW AT HAYNES D0D6E SALES 'SLtSSTc ■

II
NOV.
13-19

MEttNTEO IV THE WALTEH IgAOE ORGANIZATION AND »ATPW • IN COLO* • RELEASED «r CONTINENTAL %

DO NOT MISTAKE THIS FOR THE PRODUCTION YOU'VE SEEN ON
TV! THIS IS THE MOST EXPENSIVE MOVIE EVER MADE, WITH A
COST OF OVER $100,000,000 AND A CAST OF 1,000'S.

CHAR BROILED
HAMBURGER

Gripping the road with a stance

that stays solid.

Nine models in all, priced to compete with the pony cars.

Tolley described Maryland
as "a bunch of hard-nosed
people who bruise you and
keep on coming." He added
that their defensive line averaged 230 pounds. "We should
beat them," he said, "but we
have to give 100 percent. We
can't expect to show up and
win."

Lastly Burgner said, "This
game means the ACC. It also
means the best season for
Clemson since 1959. They
have an explosive offense, so
we've got to keep the ball
away from them."

Here it comes, the only new entry in the sports
uDOwG

Henry stated that "if we win
this game, it should give us
the momentum needed to win
our next three ACC games.
This game and the Carolina
game are our most important
games left."

against them in the air as evidenced by the fact that USC
was held to only 90 yards on
the ground.

Sailing Club Places Second In Meet*
Makes Plans For Meets And Vacation

We Pick 'Em
Circ
(66-24)
CLEMSON
Florida
Fla. St.
Tenn.
Ga. Tech
LSU
Ala.
UNC
Air Force
Houston
Davidson
Citadel
Texas
Kans. St.
West Va.

Turning to the Terps, Burgner reported, "Maryland is a
good tough team with a real
good defense. They have had
a lot of bad breaks." He added that most teams move

CARLOS RESTAURANT
Anderson, S. C.
24-Hour Breakfast
2 BLOCKS NORTH OF ANDERSON RECREATION CENTER
1510 N. MURRAY STREET

Waffles - Steaks - Sandwiches

*
*

i
*
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CAMPUS NEWS

Frosh Are Tutored

Union Talk Set
YOUNG DEMOCRATS
The Young Democrats will
hold a meeting on Nov. 4 at
7 p.m. in room 107 of Hardin
Hall. Discussion for the night
will center around need for a
student union building on
campus. Interested persons
are invited to attend and contribute their ideas. The Young
Democrats will publish a brochure obtaining the reasons
given by students and will
present it to members of the
S. C. House Ways and Means
Committee which is currently
considering capital improvements.
DELTA SIGMA NU
Delta Sigma Nu, pre-medicine fraternity, will meet Nov.
4 at 7:30 p.m. in room 101
of the physics building. A
movie will be shown, in addition to regular business.
FOOD SCIENCE CLUB
Commander E. Ferris, director of food services at
Greenville General Hospital,
will speak to the Food Science Club Nov. 3 at 7 p.m.
The gathering will be held in
room A-203 of the P&A Building.
HORTICULTURE CLUB
Reverend John Kock will be
guest speaker at the Nov. 4
meeting of the Horticulture
Club. The meeting will be held
in the P&A Auditorium at
7:30 p.m. Kock will speak on
"Wild Flowers." The public
is cordially invited.

ACTOR NEEDED
The Clemson Area Youth
Theater needs someone to
play the part of Rip Van Winkle in an upcoming production.
Anyone interested in the part
should see Miss Marie Binsse
in office 313 of Strode Tower
or call either 654-3540 or extension 527.
YOUNG REPUBLICANS
The Young Republicans will
hold their regular meeting
Nov. 4 at 7 p.m. in Schilletter
Hall. Important business will
be discussed. All students and
faculty are invited to attend
this meeting.
CAR WASH
The Glee Club will sponsor
a car wash on Oct. 31 from
2-6 p.m. in the ninth dorm
parking lot. Fee for this service will be $1.

Beat Maryland
SPECIAL
10% off on
BEAT MARYLAND
ON ANY
ALPACA SWEATER
WITH YOUR
CLEMSON I. D.
CARD
15 Colors to Choose
From!

BY MICHAEL SMITH
Features Editor
Approximately 125 people
were tutored by members of
Sigma TauEpsilon in the opening session of that organization's tutorial system for
freshmen held Monday night.
The society, -which is composed of honor students from
the arts and sciences, offered
special instruction in such
courses as math, chemistry,
history, English, botany, and

BUREAU MEETS
The second annual meeting
of the Bureau for Undergraduate Student Teaching
(BUST) is now being held on
the Clemson campus. Opening festivities for the event were
reportedly held early Thursday morning. All Clemson
students are urged to show
their disdain for this reactionary group, especially its president John "papa" Decks who
will be riding a SLED during
the highlights of the annual
event.
SEA
The Students for Educational Aid will meet Nov. 4 in
room 201 of Daniel Hall.
Tutee assignments will be given out at this time.

Dr. L.L. Henry, advisorfor
the society, stated that he was
"extremely pleased" by the
response that the group had
received from the student body.
When mid-semester grades
were sent out to parents, the
parents of those students who
received the grade of "3" in
three courses or more also
received a letter Informing
them about the inception of this

Byrnes Discusses
Foreign Policy

PRELAW SOCIETY
A meeting of the Pre-Law
Society will be held Nov. 5
in meeting room one on the
eighth level of the Student Center. A guest speaker will talk
on the various aspects of law.

Arthur Byrnes, an official
from the U.S. Department of
State spoke to political science
and economics classes Monday about present and future
U.S. foreign policy.
Hodges
Byrnes said that Latin AmTwenty distinguished students were selected Ryan Howard. Also shown are JohnJeffers,
erica and the "third world"
MORATORIUM
this week for membership in Tiger Brother- Tommy Kendrick, Jim Poling, John Settle,
nations were experiencing "a
COMMITTEE TO MEET
hood. Pictured above are Don Alexander, Craig Thomas, Joe Turner, Charle Waters,
rising tide of expectations."
The Vietnam Moratorium
Jack Anderson, Grady Burgner, Oscar Car- Robert Wilson, Tom Wright; and Ray YauCommittee will meet at 7:30
He attributed these expectater, Gary Clary, Terry Clyne, Lane Craven, ger. Jim Burns, Melvin Long and Hugh
p.m. Monday in Hardin Hall
tions to the mass media, which
Charles
Crawford,
Reggie
Hargrove,
and
Williamson
are
also
shown.
Auditorium. Fund-raising
he said illustrate to the povermaterials will be distributed.
ty-stricken a better world, a
world which to them seems
unattainable.
DEBATE TEAM
"There is a syndrome by
The Clemson debate teams
will attend two Forensic tourthese people who feel that the
naments this weekend. A twoU.S. has not done enough."
Spirit Committee's stand and
man varsity team will particiis still as strongly opposed to
by MIKE SLOAN
Byrnes said that he felt
stressed his determination to
pate in Emory University's
the Confederate flag as it was that both UJS. citizens and
Staff Writer
Peachtree Debates in Atlanta
prevent polarization of the stubefore.
"I must stand behind the
while a four-man novice team
dent body.
Both Hunt and Grant said foreign countries overestiwill attend the Wake Forest Central Spirit Committee's dethe
cheerleaders' actions at the mate the influence of the State
He
said
he
realized
blacks
Novice Debate Tournament cision of last week concerning
last
game by bringing out an Department.
on
campus
are
hyper-sensiat Winston-Salem. Several tro- the Confederate flag."
He added that the State DeAmerican
flag were in bad
tive
to
symbols
and
semantics
President of the Student
phies will be awarded at each
partment often had a feeling of
taste and judgment.
but he could not totally agree
Body
Danny
Hunt
reiterated
event.
Joe Grant said it was one of "running a gauntlet" when
with the Student League for
his support of the Central
the "worst insults the Ameri- dealing with foreign countries
Black Identity's stand.
can flag has ever suffered." —oligarchy and establishment
Hunt added that he felt a
Hunt, when q uestioned on the right, students and laClemson University "spirit
about a petition started by bor leaders on the left.
flag" would unify both sides
several students to retain the
Byrnes also said that the
and better represent the
flag, answered, "I believe that old problem of communism
school.
it is a valid manner of expresversus a U.S. type democracy
HAGSTROM
PEAVY
Joe Grant, president of sion."
GIBSON
has de-escalated and is not
SLBI,
said
the
organization
MARSHALL
MARTIN
VOX
One of the petition organiz- as serious as it once was.
ers,
Sandy
Edge,
said
he
be{ICKENBACKER
GRETSCH
1
Byrnes stated, "The State
lieved that "no racism is inROGERS
FARFISA
is
anxiously
volved in the use of the flag Department
and it is only a symbol of awaiting President Nixon's
new foreign policy guidelines,
spirit and tradition."
ACCESSORIES
He added that this is a case which will be announced on
in which the silent majority is Oct. 31."
expressing its views.
Byrnes concluded by saying
/^
There was a general agree- that after the President's anment among the organizers nouncement the State Departof the petition that a spirit
ment will hopefully be able to
flag would be acceptable.

Hunt Backs Committee

BARNETT MUSIC CENTER

Pick
Perfection

/S

-4T

UTEST
RECORDS
&
TAPES
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formulate innovative, new,
creative programs, which will
keep us out of situations like
Vietnam.
Byrnes, who received his
doctorate in political science
from New York University, is
Director of the Office of Regional programming in conjunction with the Alliance for
progress. During his 15 years
with the State Department his
major field of concentration
has been Latin A merica.

program.
According to Henry, one
student's mother had phoned
him at 6 p.m. Monday long
distance from New Jersey to
remind him that the tutoring
session would begin in an hour.
Henry stated that Sigma Tau
Epsilon members were there
to cover each area, but more
people came asking for instruction in chemistry and
math than there were instructors there.

One tutor, senior John
Mann, taught chemistry to 79
freshmen. Still, most of the
tutors were quite happy with
the turn-out and also the
amount of work they accomplished with their new-found
wards. One tutor insisted that
he would come back each week.
Most courses in the arts
and sciences fields are offered
by the organization In the tutoring sessions. The sessions
are held on Monday nights
from 7 to 9 p.m. in Daniel
Hall, room 415.

RUDY'S IIQUOR STORE
AND PARTY SHOP
110 Tnbbl* Street
Anderson. C. C

NOW SHOWING

20>H CENTUJn JO* P*!SfNT$

JohnVSfryne
Rock Hudson

Ph. 226-1991

n

the
Undefeated
PANAVISION"1 COIOR BY Dtl

Everything for the Party

m

Co-Starring
ROMAN GABRIEL
MARIAN McCARGO
LEE MERIWEATHER
SPECIAL LATE SHOWS
THURS.-FRI-SAT.
NIGHTS AT 10:30 P.M.

^S

James Garner
Gayle Hunnicutt
Marlowe'

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

On The Square
Anderson, S. C.

VENTURA (300
ALSO «1SO TO l»7S
WEODINO RIN3 »Q

YOUR

The center engagement
diamond is guaranteed
perfect by Keepsake (or
replacement assured). Remember, in diamonds, perfection means more
brilliance.

exall

RISISTIKIO

STORE

DIAMOND RIMS*

"Serving Clemson Since 1908"

- WITH A SMILE Clemson

Celebrate Our Third Birthday
With Us, Nov. 2-6.

MINOLTA SRT 101
with 50 mm f 1.7 lens
MINOLTA
200 mm f 3.5 Telephoto lens
MINOLTA
28 mm f 3.5 wide angle lens

W'ymte&u.
US N. MAIN

5 COLOR FILTERS
SERIES 7:
SKY, GREEN, RED,
YELLOW, ORANGE

CLIP THIS COUPON AND BRING IT TO
SHAKEY'S FOR OUR BIRTHDAY DISCOUNT.
SINGLE
33d Discount
DOUBLE
66d Discount
FAMILY
99i Discount
Coupon Redeemable On These Dates:
Nov. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

&
£ouse.^2r,

Beverage Center
Limit One Coupon
Per Pizza. ■ '
Good for Take Out
Orders

Seneca - Clemson
Bypass
Seneca, S.C.
882-8106

DOMESTIC

| Clemson Theatre]

AETNA 3X EXTENDER
ANDERSON, S. C.

Liquor Store

AND

For any information leading to the return
of the following TAPS equipment lost in
a green attache case!

GAY CLOTHING

BROWN'S

IMPORTED

$100 REWARD

Downtown Clemson

Downtown

French.

Coupon Redeemable
at Shakey's Pizza
Parlor, South 291
Bypass at Mauldin Road
Greenville, S.C.

Please report any information to John
Settle at TAPS office or in Lever Hall
2D5.

Any Information Will

e^s^^a
SHAKEY'S
South 291 Bypass at Mauldin Road
Greenville, S.C.

Be Kept Confidential!

BEERS

